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Activity Report: Leadership Talk with Mr. Vijay Raghavan 

 

Department: MBA 

Event: Leadership Talk with Mr. Vijay Raghavan, Principal Scientific Advisor, GoI (Live webinar session) 

Date of Event: Wednesday, April 8, 2020 

Time of Event: 11:00 am to 11:30 am 

Venue: Online - Twitter and Google Meet  

Convener/Coordinator: Prof. Snehal Phatak 

Audience Profile: 11 faculty member and 162 Students of Sem 2 and 4 of MBA Department. 

 

IIC - Acropolis Faculty of Management and Research (AFMR), Indore hosted a webinar organised by the Dr. 

Abhay Jere, Chief Innovation Officer, MHRD Innovation Cell. It was a Leadership Talk Live webinar session 

with Mr. Vijay Raghavan, Principal Scientific Advisor, GoI. The motive of this talk was to help the student 

understand the scientific measures taken by India to fight against COVID-19.  

 

He started the discussion with highlighting the differences in measures taken by various countries in fighting the 

pandemic.  All the nations differ in factors like demography, population density, different meaning of social 

distancing, healthcare systems etc. India has done an incredible job in taking such complex decisions. India did 

well in checked international travellers and tracking systems since very beginning. Initially Indians were unable to 

understand the asymptomatic people, but new kinds of tests have been introduced, contact tracing has been 

introduced later. He stressed on downloading and using Arogya Setu Application. Checking and testing of 

probability of having the disease can be known with this application.  

He said that there might be a correlation in between BCG vaccination and immunity towards COVID-19, but 

there are no evidences that this correlation has been proved right. He stated how he receives large number of ideas 

for scientific treatments everyday (approx 10-20 ideas/day). Most of these ideas are well intentioned, truly 

innovative, some are implementable in short/ long term. A group of scientists and Mr. Raghavan’s committee 

filters & reviews them and feedback is given for implementation.  

 

Indian scientific community – including city science clusters in Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Pune and Delhi done are 

playing their part in fighting the disease like repurposing of drugs and also by means of IT dependent ways of 

doing it and developing new diagnostic tests.   

He also shared a message for the upcoming Mega challenge areas on which youngsters should focus – for current 

and post COVID crisis. He urged to look for areas wherein maximum return in terms of value for large number 

people can be given–how can social distancing can be implemented by the poorest section of the society, use of 

technology in hygienic opening of public toilets and taps, how to use deal with economic growth in this situation. 

He mentioned that this crisis has posed logistical and technological challenges, but has presented an opportunity 

to come up with long lasting solutions on how we deal with healthcare systems and community at a large.  



 

Learning Outcomes: The sessions enriched our knowledge about: 

1. The response and actions to COVID-19 by India are incomparable to other nations because of the 

differences in the context and demography.  

2. The importance of Arogya Setu Application for all the citizens.  

3. The Indian Scientific community is playing its part in fighting the pandemic. 

4. He also shared a message for the upcoming Mega challenge areas on which youngsters should focus – for 

current and post COVID crisis. 

 

Feedback from students 

1. It was really good session and it teaches us how to take measures in this critical situation - Ayush Sharma 

(MBA-Sem2-Sec3) 

2. I attended the workshop via my twitter handle and it was very inspiring to have such workshop which 

motivate students – Zaineb Kamri (MBA-Sem2-Sec2) 
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